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Reviewers’ Comments – In Black 

PhD Student’s Comments – In Blue  

I thank the reviewers for the suggestions and comments which helped a lot in improving the 
scientific quality and readability of the thesis. 

 

I have rearranged the chapters of the thesis to make a more continuous scientific story. I have 
merged the chapter for description of the primary peak empirical retrackers and the retracker 
performance evaluation of the primary peak empirical retrackers. Secondly, I have merged the 
chapter on the description of the SAMOSA3-C retracker and the retracker performance evaluation 
of the SAMOSA3-C retracker. The student’s version of the retracker is now called SAMOSA3-C 
retracker.  

Further, I have made a separate chapter for the accuracy analysis of the different retrackers. Thus 
the accuracy analysis is now well differentiated from the precision analysis and annual variation 
analysis. The SAMOSA3-C retracker comes out as the retracker with the best accuracy among the 
different retrackers. This has been clearly mentioned and described now in the chapter on accuracy 
analysis. 
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I have modified the thesis in order to remove the grammatical errors and removed repetitions 
wherever present. I have removed the back and forth referring to multiple tables/figures. In chapters 
with a lot of graphs, the graphs have been moved to the end of the chapter in an appendix style 
format. 

 

I have replotted all the graphs throughout the thesis and changed the axes as recommended by the 
reviewers. I have used different plotting styles (dashed circle, triangle, square, diamond….) along 
with different colors to better illustrate the graphs. 

 

I have changed the numbering of the sections to 1.1.1 style. 
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I have moved the equation numbers throughout the thesis to the right margin. 

 

I have made all the tables in the thesis homogeneous and used more suitable texts in the tables. I 
have added a running title on each right page to improve readability. 

 

I have improved the figures and removed the typing mistakes. I plot the anomalies in the tide gauge 
graphs now instead of the readings. 

 

I have changed the style for better readability. 

 

I have added the detail that the programming was done by me and added confirmation that the 
programs were implemented in MATLAB. 
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I have discussed in the thesis at appropriate sections that taking into account the effects of non-nadir 
reflections will improve the performance of the retrackers. However, due to the lack of in-situ data 
in the Arctic, retracker performance evaluation using seasonal signals is used. Tide gauges are only 
available at the coast. While in the test areas, the data is very extensive and is located in areas with 
no presence of tide gauges. In this thesis, both direct comparisons with tide gauge data and 
observation of the seasonal signals is used for retracker performance evaluation.  

 

 

I have made direct comparisons of altimetry and tide gauge data and this is a very appropriate tool 
for measuring the accuracy of the retrackers. I have provided the results in suitable tables with all 
the statistics. The statistics show that the SAMOSA3-C retracker is the most accurate retracker 
amongst the different retrackers. 
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I have implemented the suggestions of the reviewers as mentioned and provided the statistics of the 
results in suitable tables. 

 

As suggested by the reviewers, I have not use the word ‘melange’ in the thesis and just called it ‘sea 
ice’. I have removed the confusing illustrations of the lead situation and provided a better 
explanation.  

 

I have provided further details about the DTU 13 mean sea surface in the text and provided a more 
recent reference than 2009. 
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In the above comment, the reviewers advised about exploring a number of possibilities to improve 
the performance of the retrackers. The reviewers’ suggestion that Pu should be fitted turned out to 
be very useful. In the thesis, comparisons have been made with the sea surface height values from 
the SAMOSA3 retracker (from ESA’s GPOD service.) The difference between the SAMOSA3 
(GPOD) retracker and the student’s SAMOSA3-C retracker is that the SAMOSA3 (GPOD) 
retracker fits the amplitude Pu as well. It is found that fitting the amplitude results in very high 
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accuracy. Thus it resolves the problem faced by the SAMOSA3-C retracker as implemented by the 
student. The student’s motivation to not fit the amplitude was in order to reduce the computation 
time of the retracking procedure. Thus, it is concluded that the SAMOSA3-C retracker should be 
implemented by fitting the amplitude for better performance.  

Also, direct comparisons with tide gauge data have been done to judge the accuracy of the 
retrackers. The SAMOSA3 (GPOD) retracker where the amplitude is fitted performs with the best 
accuracy. This is followed by the student’s version of the SAMOSA3-C retracker which performs 
with better accuracy than the primary peak retrackers.   

 

I have double checked that there is no error in the equations and their MATLAB implementation. 
The ESA retracker is not well documented in literature as mentioned in the introduction of the 
thesis. The student has taken the ESA SSH’s directly from the Cryosat-2 satellite dataset and has 
not computed them himself. In absence of a mathematical description of the ESA retracker the 
student cannot provide a qualified reason for the behavior of the ESA retracker. This is suitably 
mentioned in the thesis.  

 

After evaluating the SAMOSA3-C retracker with fitting of amplitude and including accuracy 
analysis using tide gauge data the conclusion has been suitably improved. The importance of fitting 
the amplitude has been stressed upon. Accuracy analysis using tide gauge data shows the good 
performance of the SAMOSA3-C retracker. The advantages of the combined physical empirical 
retracker have been stressed upon as important conclusions in the thesis.  
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